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This is a nice study aimed at creating an easily useable means of getting more reliable
numbers for various important parameters for (U-Th)/He thermochronology (volume, FT,
equivalent radius, eU) using only traditional optical measurements, rather than going to
the trouble of more precise but expensive and/or time-intensive methods.  This is
certainly within the remit of this journal, and I highly recommend that it be published after
addressing the mostly minor concerns below.

Linear relationships between quantities based on 2D measurements and “true” values
obtained in 3D are used as conversion factors, and the scatter about those lines is used to
characterize the uncertainty.  In theory, lab groups can continue doing exactly what they
are doing today, and use these conversions to get better data and deal with uncertainties
more quantitatively. 

Accordingly, it’s worth asking what other labs might consider barriers to adoption, whether
methodological or psychological.  Although the latter can’t always be fixed, the main
concern that comes to mind is that other labs could worry that these conversions may not
be appropriate for how they collect their data.  Probably the best antidote is providing
more and better data.  In particular, some aspects of how measurements are conducted
should be better described, particularly for ellipsoidal grains as discussed below.  It would
also be good to compare the 2D data to the corresponding 2D-equivalent data extracted
from Blob3D (e.g., length corresponding to BoxA, maximum width to BoxB) to verify that
there are no errors were there should not be.  Some labs may also already be doing 3
measurements (i.e. to include thickness, or w1), and since the authors here also did 3
measurements, I think (based on lines 276-277), and it may be the lack of a third
measurement for round grains that gives them a worse result, why not report them? 
They can also be compared to the 3D BoxC measurement, which will perhaps document
that the third measurement is indeed less reliable.



A particular concern is how this method works for ellipsoidal grains.  The residuals for
hexagonal crystals are fairly evenly scattered as a function of size, but the residuals for
ellipsoids are clearly structured, with 2D underestimating volume, FT, and RFT for smaller
(less-wide) grains and over-estimating for larger ones.  This is partly traceable to the
residual lines being forced to pass through the origin, and probably reflects a transition in
the characteristics of the error.  It’s hard to gauge exactly because it’s not 100% clear
how the microscope measurements are done, and in particular what assumption is made
for the third dimension.  For example, if the third radius is assumed to be equal to the
second, maybe this is a more reasonable assumption for small grains than large ones;
perhaps a large flat grain is more likely to be accepted for analysis than a small flat one,
as the larger dimensions of the latter are already at the edge of useability.  (If this is the
case, maybe a different estimate of the third radius would give a better result).  Anyway,
comparing the 3D-measured third radius to whatever the authors are using might help
isolate error components for ellipsoidal grains (e.g. flatness vs. angularity), and point to a
way for reducing them.

It would also be worth looking into and discussing briefly how the approach in this paper
meshes with the recently published work by He and Reiners in this journal on FT estimates
for broken grains. 

[Figure 1] This figure has several components that are difficult to understand.  What is
being (schematically) measured, and how is that applied to the ideal model?  For the
hexagonal case, on the left there is the appearance of using a bipyramidal model on a
grain without pyramidal terminations, but a component of error for that is not shown
(wouldn’t it underestimate volume if L is modeled as point-to-point rather than face-to-
face?), and on the right, the “error” component consists of a bad interfacial angle (but
that’s not how crystal faces work) and a mismeasured w2 (unless you’re assuming w2 is
assumed rather than measured?).  For the ellipsoid, the L measurement does not appear
to correspond to the true long axis; if one rotates the L and w1 measurements 45 degrees
counter-clockwise the ellipsoid would fit better. Was this intentional? It seems to confuse
the issue of where one should measure very irregular to ellipsoidal grains.  Lastly, the text
“top-down view” is confusing; maybe “along c axis view”?

[line 146-7] It’s more common to reference commercial software by company name, and
perhaps version number; e.g., Dragonfly (Object Research Systems, v2022.2).  But
maybe this journal has a different convention?

[line 197-214; Figure 4] It’s awkward to utilize and discuss the maximum width before
you have defined it, and how it’s measured.  Maybe refer back to Fig 1 to define it (w1)
and forward to section 4.2 for how it’s measured?

[line 274-275] For angular ellipsoid grains, what is measured as the long axis?  For
example, for the center grains in cell C1 of Fig 3b, is the long axis the corner-to-corner
distance, or perpendicular to what appears to be a width?  How about for the left-column
crystals in cell C2?  Might different conventions for measuring such crystals lead to
different 2D-to-3D conversion factors?



[line 294-304] What did you use for the third dimension for ellipsoidal grains?  Did you
use the 3rd dimension under the microscope, or did you assume that third radius was
equal to the second?

[line 321 (and Appendix B)] Is there a reason such a low X-ray energy was selected (40
kV)? Using non-filtered, low-kV X-rays may have worsened the artifacts.  Also, in the
Appendix table, are Height and Width really in µm?  Those dimensions look more like
pixels. Additionally, the X, Y and Z positions are not innately interesting or informative
(they are where the stage was positioned for the scan), and could be safely omitted.

[line 349-351] Sorry about the wire; maybe next time try aluminum.  Although the text
mentions extensive culling of bad data due to artifacts, are there still uncertainties in the
CT measurements?

[line 365] Add “grains” to end of sentence.

[line 403-407] It would be good to also report how well the 2D measurements correspond
to the caliper dimensions reported in Blob3D (e.g. Cooperdock et al. 2019, Table 1).

[line 693] Replace “, however,” with “, but”.  Otherwise, it’s a run-on sentence.
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